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Abstract 
Comparative studies will qualify the total and individual components of reproductive isolation between species. 
However, the relative contribution of each isolating mechanism in reducing interspecific gene flow is largely unknown. 
It is difficult to determine reproductive isolation involved in the initial reduction in gene flow between species by 
examining present day reproductive isolation because present day reproductive isolation also contains some isolation 
mechanisms evolved after species divergence. Contact sites with various level of isolation breakdown might represent 
different levels of differentiations between species pairs along the gradual speciation continuum. When intrinsic 
reproductive isolation barrier is absent or similar among contact sites, examination of the differences in isolation 
barrier between unimodal contact site (with weaker isolation barrier) and bimodal contact site (with stronger isolation 
barrier) could help us to pinpoint extrinsic reproductive isolating mechanisms that limit gene flow between species 
pair and thus promote speciation. 
   Morphological and genetic variations in nine populations in a putative hybrid zone between L. japonicum and L. 
stellipilum were investigated. I used multivariate morphometric analyses, sequence variation in internal transcribed 
spacer (nrITS), sequence variation in a gene spacer in chloroplast DNA (trnL-F) and pollen fertility to examine 
whether natural hybridization occurred between two species and preliminarily investigated morphological and 
genetic variations in nine putative hybrid populations. Limited chloroplast introgression between L. japonicum and L. 
stellipilum in the hybrid zone indicated that no historical introgression occurred between the two species when they 
come into contact. The morphological intermediacy, ITS additivity and reduced pollen fertility confirmed the 
occurrence of contemporary hybridization between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum. Hybrid individuals appear to be 
not only first generation hybrids but also advanced generation hybrids and /or backcross. Thus, morphology of the 
putative early hybrid generation was too variable to distinguish all these hybrids from the parental species. Putative 
hybrid populations exhibited varying levels of morphological and genetic variation. The character variation in 
hybrid populations between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum may have been caused by heterogenous local condition.  
I developed 10 new primers for amplifying microsatellite loci for both Leucosceptrum japonicum and L. 
stellipilum to study the genetic structure of hybrid zones between these two species. I isolated DNA fragments 
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containing microsatellites from an enriched library and designed the 10 primer pairs amplifying the fragments. 
These newly developed markers will be useful in investigating genetic structure and hybridization patterns in hybrid 
zones between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum. 
   Variations in the frequency and extent of hybridization among mixed populations located in the same hybrid 
zone provide natural laboratories for the study of extrinsic reproductive isolation maintaining species integrity. I 
examined the pattern of hybridization between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum among mixed populations in different 
localities of a hybrid zone. The genetic structures of three sympatric populations and six mixed populations in the 
hybrid zone, and five reference populations far from the hybrid zone, were characterized using 10 neutral nuclear 
microsatellite markers. Evidence from genetic distance-based clustering analysis, the frequency distribution of 
admixture proportion values, and the hybrid category assignment approaches indicated that the frequency and extent 
of hybridization varied considerably among populations in the contact zone between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum. 
Differences in frequency and extent of hybridization may be caused by variation in exogenous (ecological) selection 
among populations. The results suggested that extrinsic reproductive isolation mechanisms limited gene flow 
between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum. The present study will facilitate future research exploring the evolution of 
reproductive isolation between L. japonicum and L. stellipilum. 
